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THE REFINED INVESTOR
The New Abnormal
Brexit’s effect on the pound, chaos in europe, shifting expectations in the U.S., and other
uncertainties that helped make precious metals the best performing assets so far this year.
In my previous newsletter, I spoke about gold’s relevance in a stable and growing global economic climate. The
theme I proposed at that time was to remind investors to not lose faith in precious metals in the face of better
performing alternatives. Taking a longer term, more patient view of their investments value in their portfolios.
Why? Because over time, things ultimately change.
What no one expected was just how the stable and improving economic fundamentals seen just 6 months
ago could evaporate so quickly. None more pronounced than the shake up that occurred in Europe last June.
On Friday June 24th, The United Kingdom voted on a referendum to exit the European Union after 23 years.
Brexit, short for British Exit, was just one of the major events that has led to fresh demand for physical gold this
year. From the referendum’s introduction to its subsequent successful vote to leave European Union, precious
metals benefitted from the fresh dose of economic uncertainty.
As the results from the vote became known, metals prices climbed dramatically including gold reaching over
$1,350 per ounce. An increase of roughly 4% to levels not seen since early 2014.

But Brexit is really just the latter part of a much longer story that has pushed investor demand for precious metals
to new levels this year. Preceding Brexit, we saw a dramatic shift in the expected outlook for the U.S. economy.
(continued on next page)
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With signs of an improving U.S. economy, The Federal Reserve raised the federal funds rate by .25%
last December. It was the first rate increase since June 2006. Consensus at the time among analysts
and traders was that the Fed would raise rates at least one or two times more in 2016. Now, the
probability of raising at least one time this year among that same group has fallen to 0%.
The shifting perception of U.S. economic health was so dramatic, that the U.S. Federal Reserve has
begun preparation for a possible negative interest rate policy similar to some European central banks
and the Bank of Japan. Clearly, an unconventional strategy used as a last resort. Beyond the U.S.,
global economic fears were further heightened by China’s recent moves to devalue the yuan.
The result of all the uncertainty during the first half of 2016 is a dramatic increase in the demand
for physical precious metals. Gold demand grew 21% during the first quarter of this year. The best
quarterly growth for gold on record. This surge was driven partly by 1st quarter ETF growth. 364
tonnes of new gold were added which more than reversed the cumulative outflows from the previous
year. Mirroring the ETF growth, coin and bar investments increased 55% propelled by strong sales of
U.S. American Eagle and American Buffalo coins (Up 68% and 7%, respectively).
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Calculated using geometrically linked monthly return series.

Prices on precious metals have also increased in the wake of all this uncertainty. Sitting now at over 24%
gain YTD, gold along with silver, platinum and palladium have posted the best returns in years.
Fear and uncertainty have adversely effected a financial world still trying to achieve economic stability. And
once again, precious metals provide a much needed safe harbor, proving its worth in the world. Perhaps
this is the new normal.
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